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A thin-layer Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) medium is a powerful computing device capable for
implementing logical circuits, memory, image processors, robot controllers, and neuromorphic archi-
tectures. We design the reversible logical gates — Fredkin gate and Toffoli gate — in a BZ medium
network of excitable channels with sub-excitable junctions. Local control of the BZ medium ex-
citability is an important feature of the gates’ design. A excitable thin-layer BZ medium responds
to a localised perturbation with omnidirectional target or spiral excitation waves. A sub-excitable
BZ medium responds to an asymmetric perturbation by producing travelling localised excitation
wave-fragments similar to dissipative solitons. We employ interactions between excitation wave-
fragments to perform computation. We interpret the wave-fragments as values of Boolean variables.
A presence of a wave-fragment at a given site of a circuit represents logical truth, absence of the
wave-fragment — logical false. Fredkin gate consists of ten excitable channels intersecting at eleven
junctions eight of which are sub-excitable. Toffoli gate consists of six excitable channels intersecting
at six junctions four of which are sub-excitable. The designs of the gates are verified using numerical
integration of two-variable Oregonator equations.

I. INTRODUCTION

A thin-layer Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) medium [16,
119] exhibits target waves, spiral waves and localised
wave-fragments and their combinations. A number
of theoretical and experimental laboratory prototypes
of BZ computing devices have been produced. They
are image processes and memory devices [52, 59, 60],
logical gates implemented in geometrically constrained
BZ medium [86, 88], approximation of shortest path
by excitation waves [6, 74, 89], memory in BZ micro-
emulsion [52], information coding with frequency of os-
cillations [39], onboard controllers for robots [8, 107, 114],
chemical diodes [49], neuromorphic architectures [36,
41, 42, 44, 91, 99] and associative memory [92, 93],
wave-based counters [40], and other information proces-
sors [28, 38, 43, 117]. First steps have been already
made towards prototyping arithmetical circuits with BZ:
simulation and experimental laboratory realisation of
gates [1, 5, 7, 86, 88, 103], clocks [25] and evolving
logical gates [102]. A one-bit half-adder, based on a
ballistic interaction of growing patterns [2], was imple-
mented in a geometrically-constrained light-sensitive BZ
medium [23]. Models of multi-bit binary adder, decoder
and comparator in BZ are proposed in [45, 95, 96, 120].
These architectures typically employ network of ‘conduc-
tive’ channels made agar saturation with the reaction so-
lution, crossover structures as T-shaped coincidence de-
tectors [37] and chemical diodes [49]. Excitation pat-
terns in the light-sensitive BZ medium [106] can be con-
trolled with illumination, therefore it is possible to make
‘conductive’ just by varying illumination of the medium.
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TABLE I. Truth table of Fredkin and Toffoli gates.

Input Output
Fredkin Toffoli

z x y c a b a b

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

By controlling excitability [50] in different loci of the
medium we can achieve substantial results, e.g. imple-
ment analogs of dendritic trees [99], polymorphic logical
gates [4], integer square root circuits [90].

In our previous paper on a BZ fusion gate and an adder
made from fusion gates [3] we developed a hybrid ap-
proach to design of BZ-based logical circuits. We keep
channels excitable, to remove the need of monitoring the
whole medium, and junctions sub-excitable. In the chan-
nels BZ medium behaves as a ‘classical’ excitable medium
while allows for localised, soliton-like, wave-fragments to
interact in the sub-excitable junctions. In present paper
we apply our approach to design and numerically simu-
late logically reversible Boolean gates: Fredkin [35] and
Toffoli [100] gates.

We adopt the following symbolic notations. Boolean
variables x and y take values ‘0’, logical False, and ‘1’,
logical True; xy is a conjunction (operation and), x +
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y is a disjunction (or), x ⊕ y is exclusive disjunction
(operation xor), x is a negation of variable x (not).
In all designs presented excitation waves are initiated at
top ends of input channels and propagate down to output
channels. The input channels are labelled by x, y, z and
output channels by a, b, c.

The Fredkin and Toffoli gates have three inputs and
three outputs each. Their truth tables are shown in
Tab. I. Both gates transform input signals x and y con-
trolled by signal z to output signals a, b and c. In both
gates c = z, that is a control signal leaves the gate ‘un-
changed’ and a and b are calculated as follows:

• Fredkin gate: a = xz + yz and b = xz + yz

• Toffoli gate: a = x and b = y ⊕ (zx)

Input variables x and y are recombined with the con-
trol signal. In Fredkin gate an output is a disjunction
of two conjunctions: one input variable and control sig-
nal, another input variable and a negation of a control
signal. In Toffoli gate one output is an identity of an in-
put and second output is an exclusive disjunction of one
input variable with conjunction of another input vari-
able with a control signal. The gates are important be-
cause they are key elements of low-power computing cir-
cuits [17, 26] and they are amongst key components of
quantum and optical computing circuits. These gates
were implemented in theoretical and simulation design in
optical [20, 24, 46, 62, 65, 72, 78, 84], quantum [14, 18,
87, 121], single electron [109, 118], and nano-mechanical
systems [110]; membrane P-systems [61], DNA [82], mag-
netic bubbles [21], enzymatic reactions [55, 112], and
slime mould [81]. Experimental laboratory prototypes
were produced with optical systems [57], nuclear mag-
netic resonance [22, 29, 67], and enzymatic reactions [31–
34, 54, 66, 69].

The paper is structured as follows. The Oregonator
model is described in Sect. II. Section III outlines design
principles of the logical circuits. Functioning of the gates
is presented in full details in Sects. IV and V. Physical re-
versibility of BZ circuits is discussed in Sect. VI. Further
developments are outlined in Sect. VII.

II. OREGONATOR MODEL OF
SUB-EXCITABLE MEDIUM

We use two-variable Oregonator equations [30] adapted
to a light-sensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction
with applied illumination [15]. The Oregonator equa-
tions in chemistry bear the same importance as Hodgkin-
Huxley and FitzHugh-Nagumo equations in neurophysi-
ology, Brusselator in thermodynamics, Meinhardt-Gierer
in biology, Lotka-Volterra in ecology, and Fisher equa-
tion in genetics. The Oregonator equations are used to
model a wide range of phenomena in BZ, e.g. analysis
of rotating waves [51], chaos in flow BZ [101], stochas-
tic resonance in BZ [9], effect of macro mixing [48]. The

FIG. 1. Time lapsed snapshots of two excitation wave-
fragments in sub-excitable medium. The grid of 500×500
node is excited with a rectangular domains 3×20 nodes at
the centre of a grid. This excitation produces two excitation
wave-fragments. One wave-fragment propagates to the left
another to the right. The picture is the time lapsed snapshot
of the medium recorded every 150th step of numerical inte-
gration. See videos at https://drive.google.com/open?id=
0BzPSgPF_2eyUVTMxbzFuYTZvVzg

Oregonator equations is the simplest continuous model
of the BZ medium yet showing very good agreement
with laboratory experiments. Let us provide few exam-
ples. A stable three-dimensional organising centre that
periodically emits trigger excitation waves found exper-
imentally is reproduced in the Oregonator model [13].
Studies of the BZ system with a global negative feedback
demonstrate that the Oregonator model shows the same
bifurcation scenario of bulk oscillations and wave pat-
terns emerging when the global feedback exceed a criti-
cal value as the bifurcation scenario observed in labora-
tory experiments [105]. There is a good match between
lab experiments on modifying excitation wave patterns in
BZ using external DC field and the Oregonator model of
the same phenomena [83]. The Oregonator model used
in [27] to evaluate the dispersion relation for periodic
wave train solutions in BZ shows agrees with experi-
mental results. Patterns produced by the Oregonator
model of a three-dimensional scrolls waves are indistin-
guishable from patterns produced in the laboratory ex-
periments [111]. Excitation spiral breakup demonstrated
in the Oregonator model is verified in experiments [97].
The Oregonator model can be finely tuned, e.g. adjusted
for temperature dependence [73], scaled [47], modified
for oxygen sensitivity [58]. Author with colleagues per-
sonally used the Oregonator model as a fast-prototyping
tool and virtual testbed in designing BZ medium based
computing devices which were implemented experimen-
tally [5, 7, 25, 90, 102, 103].

The Oregonator equations are following:

∂u

∂t
=

1

ε
(u− u2 − (fv + φ)

u− q
u+ q

) +Du∇2u

∂v

∂t
= u− v (1)

The variables u and v represent local concentrations of an
activator, or an excitatory component of BZ system, and
an inhibitor, or a refractory component. Parameter ε sets
up a ratio of time scale of variables u and v, q is a scaling
parameter depending on rates of activation/propagation
and inhibition, f is a stoichiometric coefficient. Constant
φ is a rate of inhibitor production. In a light-sensitive

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUVTMxbzFuYTZvVzg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUVTMxbzFuYTZvVzg
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BZ φ represents the rate of inhibitor production propor-
tional to intensity of illumination. We integrate the sys-
tem using Euler method with five-node Laplace operator,
time step ∆t = 0.001 and grid point spacing ∆x = 0.25,
ε = 0.02, f = 1.4, q = 0.002, Du = 1.0, Dv = 0.0.
To generate excitation waves of wave-fragments we per-
turb the medium by a square solid domains of excitation,
10 × 1 sites (unless otherwise stated) in state u = 1.0.
The parameter φ characterises excitability of the simu-
lated medium. The medium is excitable, it exhibits ‘clas-
sical’ target waves when φ = 0.05. The medium is non-
excitable when φ > 0.09. The medium is sub-excitable
with propagating localizations, or wave-fragments, when
φ = 0.0766 (Fig. 1).

We guide wave-fragment by constraining them to ex-
citable channels and by colliding the wave-fragments with
each other at the junctions of the channels [3]. The chan-
nels used in the designs presented have width 30 nodes.
At most junctions channels intersect at a right angle to
keep ‘contact size’ between the channels minimal and
thus to reduce chances of a single wave propagating along
one channel to ‘spread’ into another channel.

There are two type of junctions: excitable and sub-
excitable. In the excitable junction, as in the channels,
φ = 0.05. In the sub-excitable junction, each node being
at a distance less than 15 nodes from the centre of the
junction has φ = 0.0766, on the design schemes all nodes
of the junctions inside the circles has φ = 0.0766.

There are three scenarios of a wave crossing the junc-
tion. If the junction is excitable (φ = 0.05) the wave
spreads in all channels. If the junction is sub-excitable
(φ = 0.0766) and only one wave approaches the junction,
this lonely wave is transformed to a wave-fragment which
crosses the junction conserving its shape. If two wave en-
ter the sub-excitable junction, they collide and fuse into
a single wave-fragment.

Time lapse snapshots provided in the paper were
recorded at every 150 time steps, we display sites with
u > 0.04. Videos supplementing figures were produced
by saving a frame of the simulation every 10th step of
numerical integration and assembling them in the video
with play rate 30 fps.

III. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

A collision-based computation, inspired by Fredkin-
Toffoli conservative logic [35], employs mobile compact
finite patterns which implement computation while in-
teracting with each [6]. Information values (e.g. truth
values of logical variables) are given by either absence or
presence of the localisations or other parameters of the lo-
calisations. The localisations travel in space and perform
computation when they collide with each other. Almost
any part of the medium space can be used for compu-
tation. The localisations undergo transformations, they
change velocities, form bound states, annihilate or fuse
when they interact with other localisations. Information

X
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FIG. 2. Time lapsed snapshots of wave-fragments propagat-
ing in simulated BZ medium implementing Margolus gate.
Bounding box of the gate is 234 × 334 nodes. (a) Scheme of
the gate. (b) x = 0, y = 1, (c) x = 1, y = 0, (d) x = 1, y = 1.

values of localisations are transformed in the collisions
and thus a computation is implemented. The concept
of the collision-based logical gates with excitation wave-
fragments is best illustrated using a gate based on colli-
sion between two soft balls, the Margolus gate [64], shown
in Fig. 2a. Logical value x = 1 is given by a ball presented
in input trajectory marked x, and x = 0 by absence of
the ball in the input trajectory x; the same applies to
y = 1 and y = 0. When two balls approaching the colli-
sion gate along paths x and y collide, they compress but
then spring back and reflect. The balls come out along
the paths marked xy. If only one ball approaches the
gate, for inputs x = 1 and y = 0 or x = 0 and y = 1,
the ball exits the gate via path xy (for input x = 1 and
y = 0) or xy (for input x = 0 and y = 1).

The Margolus gate is implemented by straightforward
mapping of balls trajectories (Fig. 2a) to a configura-
tion of excitable channels (Fig. 2b). Junction j1 is
sub-excitable (φ = 0.0766). Junction j2 is excitable
(φ = 0.05). Functioning of the gate is shown in Fig. 2c–i
and the representation of logical values on each segment
of the gate in Tab IIa. If inputs are x = 0 and y = 1 the
input channel y excited (Fig. 2c). The wave-fragment
propagates across junction j1 into output a; the wave
does not spread into b because the junction j1 is sub-
excitable. If inputs are x = 1 and y = 0 the input x is
excited (Fig. 2d). The wave-fragment propagates across
junction j1 into output b; the wave does not spread into
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TABLE II. Representation of the logical values in segments
of the BZ implementations of (a) Margolus gate, (b) Fredkin
gate, (c) Toffoli gate.

(a)

Segment Value

xj1 x

yj1 y

j1a xy

j1b xy

j1j2 xy

j2c xy

j2d xy

(b)

Segment Value

xj4 x

zj1 z

j1j3 z

j1j2 z

j2c z

j3j4 z

j3j5 z

yj2 y

j2j5 y

j4j7 xz

j4j6 xz

j5j6 yz

j5j9 yz

j6j7 xyz

j6j9 xyz

j7j10 xz + xyz

j9j11 yz + xyz

j6j8 xyz

j8j10 xyz

j8j11 xyz

j9j11 yz + xyz

j10a xz + yz

j11b xz + yz

(c)

Segment Value

xj1 z

j1c z

j1j3 z

yj2 x

j2j3 x

j2j4 x

j4a x

j3j4 zx

j4j5 zx

j5j7 zxy

j5j6 zxy

j6b y ⊕ (zx)

b because the junction j1 is sub-excitable. If inputs are
x = 1 and y = 1 both input channels are excited (Fig. 2e).
The wave-fragments propagating along channels x and
y collide at junction j1: they fuse into a single wave-
fragment which enters segment j1j2. On reaching the
excitable junction j2 the wave-fragment splits into two
wave-fragments. One wave propagates into segment c,
another wave into segment d. Excitation wave appears
at output a only if channel x was not excited and channel
y was excited. Thus we have a = xy. Excitation wave
appears at output b only if channel x was excited and
channel y was not excited. Thus we have b = xy. Exci-
tation wave propagating along segment j1j2 imitates two
soft balls propagating as a single body for some time after
their collision (Fig. 2a). Splitting of the wave-fragment
into segments c and d (Fig. 2e) imitates soft balls spring-
ing back and reflecting (Fig. 2a): c = xy and d = xy.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF FREDKIN GATE

Design of excitable implementation of Fredkin gate
consists of ten excitable channels intersecting at eleven
junctions (Fig. 3). All junctions but j1, j3, j8 are sub-
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j
11

x z y

a b c

FIG. 3. Implementation of Fredkin gate. Black channels are
excitable; white space is non-excitable. Junctions are labelled
j1 to j1; sub-excitable junctions are encircled. Bounding box
of the taste is 532 × 532 nodes.

excitable. The exact domains of sub-excitable ares shown
in circles in Fig. 3. The gate implement transformation
of the Boolean triple (x, y, z) to (a, b, c). Inputs x = 1,
y = 1 or z = 1 are represented by excitations initiated
at the entrances of the input channels; if an input vari-
able is ‘0’ the corresponding input channel is not excited.
Outputs a, b, c are assumed to have value ‘1’ when an
excitation wave appears at the corresponding output.

Input x = 0, y = 0, z = 1. Excitation wave is initiated
at entrance of channel z (Fig. 4a). The wave propagates
along segment zj1. Junction j1 is excitable therefore the
wave enters segments j1j3 and j1j2. The wave entered
j1j2 propagates across sub-excitable junction j2 into seg-
ment j2c without spreading into segment j2j5; this wave
reaches the output c. The wave propagating in segment
j1j3 splits into two waves at the excitable junction j3.
One wave propagates along j3j4 and another along j3j5.
Junctions j4 and j5 are sub-excitable therefore the waves
run across the junctions and get extinguished in the cul-
de-sacs.

Input x = 0, y = 1, z = 0. Excitation wave is initiated
in channel y. The wave crosses sub-excitable junction j2
without spreading to neighbouring segments j1j2 and j2c
but propagates only into j2j5. Junctions j5 and j6 are
sub-excitable. The excitation wave runs across these two
junctions without spreading to neighbouring segments.
When the wave reaches junction j10 it collides with the
wall of the segment j10a, slightly reflect and proceeds
towards output a (Fig. 4b).

Input x = 0, y = 1, z = 1. Input channels y and z are
excited. Excitation wave-fronts propagate in zj1 and yj2
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

FIG. 4. Time lapsed snapshots of wave-fragments propagating in simulated BZ medium implementing Fredkin gate. (a) x =
0, y = 0, z = 1, (b) x = 0, y = 1, z = 0, (c) x = 0, y = 1, z = 1, (d) x = 1, y = 0, z = 0, (e) x = 1, y = 0, z = 1, (f) x = 1, y =
1, z = 0, (g) x = 1, y = 1, z = 1. See videos at https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUSjM2aWZlU21fM3c

(Fig. 4c). The wave-front originated in y travels across
sub-excitable junction j2 into segment j2j5 without ex-
panding into segments j1j2 and j2c. The wave-front orig-
inated in z spreads into j1j2, j1j3, j3j4 (where the exci-
tation dies) and j3j5. The wave-fronts propagating along
j3j5 and j2j5 collides at sub-excitable junction j5. These
two wave-fronts collide because distance from z to j5
equals to distance from y to j5. The wave-fronts merge on
‘impact’ and fuse into a single excitation wave-front prop-
agating into j5j9. Junctions j9 and j10 are sub-excitable
therefore the wave-front cross them without expanding,
moving directly to output b. The wave-front propagat-
ing along j1j2 crossed junction j2 without expanding and
reaches output c. Note that on the time-lapsed snapshots
(Fig. 4c) traces of wave-fronts travelling from j1 to c and
form y to j5 intersect: wave-fronts per se do not collide
because distance from z to j2 is large than distance from y
to j2. See videos at https://drive.google.com/open?
id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUSjM2aWZlU21fM3c.

Input x = 1, y = 0, z = 0. The excitation dynamics is
analogous to the dynamics for inputs x = 0, y = 0, z = 1.
The wave-fragment initiated at x propagates along along
path x to j4 to j6 to j9 to j11 to b (Fig. 4d).

Input x = 1, y = 1, z = 0. Excitation wave-front orig-
inated in x collides with excitation wave-front originated
in y at junction j6. The wave-front fuse into a single
wave-front. This front travels along j6j8. Junction j8 is
excitable therefore the wave-front spreads into segments

j8j10 and j8j11 and to outputs a and b (Fig. 4e).

Input x = 1, y = 0, z = 1. Excitation initiated in
x propagates towards j4 (Fig. 4f). Excitation initiated
in z propagates along path zj1j2c to output c and also
along path j1j3j4 to junction j4. Distance from x to j4 is
the same as distance from z to j4. Therefore wave-fronts
travelling along paths xj4 and zj4 collide with each other.
They fuse into a single excitation wave-front. This wave-
front propagates to output a.

Input x = 1, y = 1, z = 1. Excitations are initiated
in all three inputs (Fig. 4g). Wave-fronts originated in x
and z collide with each other at junction j4. They fuse
into a wave-fragment travelling towards output a. Wave-
fronts originated in z and y collide with each other at
junction j5. They fuse into a wave-fragment travelling
towards output b. The excitation wave-front from z also
travels to output c.

Thus, we have c = z, a = xz + yz, b = xzyz. Ex-
act Boolean functions represented by a wave-fragment
on each of the segments are shown in Tab. IIb.

In design Figs. 3 and 4 the path from z to c is longer
than paths from x, y or z to a and b therefore a signal
arrives at output c later than signals arrived at outputs a
and b. This can be amended by making output segments
a and b longer by transforming them in zig-zag segments.
We did not show this compensation on the scheme or
video not to clutter the designs.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUSjM2aWZlU21fM3c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUSjM2aWZlU21fM3c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUSjM2aWZlU21fM3c
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FIG. 5. Excitable medium implementation of Toffoli gate.
Black channels are excitable and sub-excitable; white space
is non-excitable. Junction are labelled j1 to j7; sub-excitable
junctions are encircled. Bounding box of the taste is 720 ×
580 nodes.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF TOFFOLI GATE

An excitable medium device implementing Toffoli gate
(Fig. 5) consists of six excitable channels intersecting
at six junctions four of which — j3, j4, j6 — are sub-
excitable.

Input z = 0, x = 0, y = 1. Excitation wave-fragment
propagates from y to j5 (Fig. 6a). Junction j5 is sub-
excitable therefore the wave-fragment travels across the
junction without spreading into lateral openings. The
excitation front reaches output b.

Input z = 0, x = 1, y = 0. Wave-front initiated
in x splits into two wave-front at excitable junction j2.
The wave travelling along j2j3 enters the cul-de-sac and
dies. The wave running along j2j4 reaches the output a
(Fig. 6b).

Input z = 0, x = 1, y = 1. Paths leading from x to a
and from y to b do not intersect, therefore wave-fragments
originated in x and y do not interact. Dynamics of ex-
citation is an super-position of the excitation scenarios
z = 0, x = 0, y = 1 and z = 0, x = 1, y = 0 (Fig. 6c).

Input z = 1, x = 0, y = 0. Excitation wave-front
travels from z to j1 (Fig. 6d). At j1 the wave-front splits
into segment j1c, where it reaches output c, and segment
j1j3, where the wave-front dies in the cul-de-sac after
crossing the junction.

Input z = 1, x = 0, y = 1. Wave-fronts originating
in z and y do not interact. The wave-front started in
z reaches output c, the wave-front initiated in y reaches
output b (Fig. 6e).

Input z = 1, x = 1, y = 0. Wave-fronts from z and
x propagate to outputs c and a, respectively. They also
propagate along segments j1j3 and j2j3 and collide at
junction j3. They fuse and travel as a single wave-front

along j3j4 and j4j5; this wave-front appears at output b
(Fig. 6f). Not that traces of wave-fragments along paths
j3 to b and j2 to a intersect on the time-lapsed snap-
shot (Fig. 6f) however wave-fragments do not collide at
junction j4 because they enter the junction at different
times.

Input z = 1, x = 1, y = 1. Wave-fronts from z and
x propagate to outputs c and a, respectively (Fig. 6g).
They also propagate along segments j1j3 and j2j3 and
collide at junction j3. They fuse and travel as a single
wave-front along j3j4 and j4j5. Wave-front from y trav-
els towards j5. Distance from x (or z) to j5 is the same
distance from y to j5. Therefore wave-front travelling
from j3 to j5 collides at junction j5 with wave-front trav-
elling from y to j5. These two wave-fronts merge into
a single wave-front, which collides into a separation be-
tween segments j5j7 and j5j6, the wave-front annihilates
(Fig. 6g). Not that traces of wave-fragments along paths
j3 to b and j2 to a intersect on the time-lapsed snap-
shot (Fig. 6g) however wave-fragments do not collide at
junction j4 because they enter the junction at different
times.

Thus, we have c = z, a = z, b = y ⊕ (zx). Exact
Boolean represented by a wave-fragment on each of the
segments is shown in Tab. IIc.

VI. ON PHYSICAL REVERSIBILITY

The designs of BZ implementation of collision-based
gates are logically reversible but not physically reversible
(under ’physical reversibility’ we mean only that swap-
ping inputs with outputs not reversibility of chemical re-
actions or excitation processes). Take for example imple-
mentation of Margolus gate (Fig. 2ab). Assume output
channels in the original Margolus gate are inputs, and
inputs in the original Margolus gate are outputs. If all
inputs but d are ’0’ excitation is initiated only in channel
d (Fig. 7b). The wave-fragment propagates into junc-
tion j2 where it collides to a protruding non-excitable
separator of segments j1j2 and j2c. The wave-fragment
changes its direction of movement in the result of colli-
sion and therefore propagates into segment j1y (Fig. 7b).
Analogically, if only c is excited the excitation wave-front
exits the gate through output y (Fig. 7c). If a is excited
the wave-fragment propagates straight into output y; if
b is excited the wave-fragment propagates into x. When
both channels a and b are excited two excitation wave-
fragments fuse into a single wave-fragments; this wave
collides into a protruding separators between segments
j1x and j1y, and this wave annihilates (Fig. 7d). When
c and d are excited the wave-front is formed in segment
j2j1. This wave-fragment splits into two wave-fragments
propagating into segments j1x and j1y. Thus, we have
x = ab+ c and y = ab+ d.

If we apply input signals to channels a, b, c of Fredkin
and Toffoli gates we get the following output signals on
channels x, y, z.
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(d) (e) (f)

(g)

FIG. 6. Time lapsed snapshots of wave-fragments propagating in simulated BZ medium implementing Toffoli gate. (a) z = 0, x =
0, y = 1, (b) z = 0, x = 1, y = 0, (c) z = 0, x = 1, y = 1, (d) z = 1, x = 0, y = 0, (e) z = 1, x = 0, y = 1, (f) z = 1, x = 1, y = 0,
(g) z = 1, x = 1, y = 1. See videos at https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUa2JwZ2FDTXBSdDQ

If inputs are swapped with output in the Fredkin gate
(Fig. 3) then z = a + b + c, x = a, y = b. Wave-fronts
representing signals generated at a, b and c do not in-
teract with each other. If at least one of the channels a,
b or c is excited the wave-front always propagates into
channel z. Wave-front starting at a splits at j4 and goes
into x and z. Wave from b splits at j5 and propagates to
z and y. Wave initiated at c propagates along path c to
j2 to j1 to z. Thus we have z = a + b + c. Excitation
wave-front gets into x only if channel a is excited, thus
x = a. Channel y gets excited only if excitation wave is
initiated in channel b, thus y = b.

If inputs are swapped with outputs in Toffoli gate
(Fig. 5) then z = b + c, x = a + b, y = b. Only exci-
tation wave-front initiated at channel b can excite x, y

and z. This is because excitation wave splits at the junc-
tion j6 and thus excitation propagates along paths b to
j6 to j7 to j4 (splits in j3) to z and x. At the same time,
the wave propagates from b to j6 to j5 to y. Channel y
is only excited from b, thus we have y = b. Channel x
can be excited by wave-fronts initiated at a or at b, thus
x = a+b. Channel z is excited from b or c, thus z = b+c.

To make physically — at a macro-level not at the level
of chemical reactions — reversible gates we can take two
copies of the original gate (Fig. 5) flip one copy around
an axis perpendicular to inputs and link these two sub-
circuits in a single-circuit as shown in Fig. 8. Original
copy of Toffoli gate is labelled T in Fig. 8, and flipped
version T ∗. A routing of input signals between T and T ∗

is implemented using sub-excitable junctions encircled in

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzPSgPF_2eyUa2JwZ2FDTXBSdDQ
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FIG. 7. Time lapsed snapshots of wave-fragments propa-
gating in simulated BZ medium implementing reversed (in-
puts are swapped with outputs) Margolus gate: x = ab + c,
y = ab + d. (a) Scheme of the original gate. (b) a = 0, b = 0,
c = 0, d = 1, (c) a = 0, b = 0, c = 1, d = 0, (d ) a = 1, b = 1,
c = 0, d = 0, (e) a = 0, b = 0, c = 1, d = 1.

Fig. 8. The junction functioning is illustrated in Fig. 9.
When a wave-front is initiated either at port p1 (Fig. 9b)
or p2 (Fig. 9c) the wave-front propagates towards port
p3 without back-spreading into port p2 (p1). When a
wave-front is initiated at port p3 it propagates towards
the port p2 only (Fig. 9d) but does not enter the channel

leading to port p1. In terms of electrical circuits, this is
analogous of having a diode at p1p3 connection (Fig. 9e).

Two examples of the circuit responding to xyz and
abc inputs are shown in Fig. 8c. When signals enter the
circuit via a, b or c the excitation waves propagate into
the sub-circuit T∗, the signals entered x, y or z are routed
into the sub-circuit T . An example of traces of excitation
propagation when signals are applied to inputs x, y, z is
shown in Fig. 8b; and, when signals are applied to inputs
a, b, c in Fig. 8c.

VII. DISCUSSION

The architectures of Fredkin and Toffoli gates pro-
posed are evaluated in numerical model of a light sen-
sitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction. Advantage
of the light-sensitive BZ is that there is no need for al-
tering a homogeneous substrate: an architecture of com-
puting circuits is projected with light onto the medium
such that conductive channels are non-illuminated and
non-conductive domains are illuminated. Further stud-
ies might also focus on mapping the designs in molec-
ular arrays [56, 75, 80, 104]; arrays of single-electron
oscillators,, locally coupled with capacitors [70], solid
state reaction-diffusion devices with minority-carrier dif-
fusion [12, 98]; CNN chips, where pairs of layers rep-
resent activator and inhibitor concentrations, and dif-
fusion and reaction are controlled via external bias
voltages [10, 11, 19, 53, 71, 76, 85]. Unconventional
robotics is another application domain. The BZ com-
puting circuits can be integrated with self-propulsive BZ
droplets [94]. The BZ circuits can play a key role in em-
bedded parallel controllers for soft robots made of pH
sensitive polymers and gels [63, 113, 115, 116], especially
to implement decision-making circuits for crawling robots
made of BZ gels [77] as processors complimentary to a
fluidic logic [68, 79, 108].
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